SCIENTIFIC GAMES LAUNCHES ULTRA HOT MEGA LINK™ SLOTS
Green Valley Ranch Resort, Spa and Casino Hosts Exclusive Launch Event
LAS VEGAS, NV – January 29, 2020 – Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) (“Scientific
Games” or the “Company”) launched its newest hot slot, Ultra Hot Mega Link™, at an exclusive player
event hosted by Green Valley Ranch Resort, Spa and Casino. The event featured free play and
branded giveaways for 400 of the casino’s invited guests.
“We are excited to host the global launch of Ultra Hot Mega Link,” said Vincent Barile, President and
General Manager of Green Valley Ranch Resort, Spa and Casino. “Throughout Station Casinos,
player experience is our priority. With its player-favorite bonus features, and a form factor specifically
designed to immerse the player in the excitement, we think the Ultra Hot Mega Link games will be a
huge hit!”
As a follow-up to the Company’s top-performing series, Ultimate Fire Link®, this new series features
an Ultra Hot Mega Link Feature where Fireball symbols lock in place and award free spins. During the
free spins, Fireballs locks in place to unlock a new row. As rows unlock, credit values and jackpot
levels increase. The excitement really fires up when one or more Ultra Hot Fireball symbol lands on
the reels adding credits, or even a Mini Jackpot, to up to five other unlocked Fireballs around it,
ultimately blowing up the size of the feature win.
“We have been eagerly anticipating the official launch of Ultra Hot Mega Link since its debut at G2E,
and we are thrilled to have partnered with Green Valley Ranch for its introduction to players,” said
Cathryn Lai, Senior Vice President of Product Management and Marketing for Scientific Games. “The
original Ultimate Fire Link is one of our most popular game series and we think this spin-off will fire up
the excitement even more with players throughout casinos everywhere.”
Ultra Hot Mega Link is launching with two themes, Amazon and India, showcased on the topperforming TwinStar® Wave XL and TwinStar J43® cabinets. Two more themes – Rome and Egypt –
will be coming soon.
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About Scientific Games
Scientific Games Corporation (NASDAQ: SGMS) is a world leader in entertainment offering dynamic
games, systems and services for casino, lottery, social gaming, online gaming and sports betting.
Scientific Games offers the gaming industry's broadest and most integrated portfolio of game content,
advanced systems, cutting-edge platforms and professional services. Committed to responsible
gaming, Scientific Games delivers what customers and players value most: trusted security, engaging
entertainment content, operating efficiencies and innovative technology. For more information, please
visit scientificgames.com.
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Forward-Looking Statements
In this press release, Scientific Games makes "forward-looking statements" within the meaning of the
U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Forward-looking statements can be identified by
words such as "will," "may," and "should." These statements are based upon management's current
expectations, assumptions and estimates and are not guarantees of timing, future results or
performance. Therefore, you should not rely on any of these forward-looking statements as
predictions of future events. Actual results may differ materially from those contemplated in these
statements due to a variety of risks and uncertainties and other factors, including those factors
described in our filings with the SEC, including the Company's current reports on Form 8-K, quarterly
reports on Form 10-Q and its latest annual report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on February 28,
2019 (including under the headings "Forward-Looking Statements" and "Risk Factors"). Forwardlooking statements speak only as of the date they are made and, except for Scientific Games' ongoing
obligations under the U.S. federal securities laws, Scientific Games undertakes no obligation to
publicly update any forward-looking statements whether as a result of new information, future events
or otherwise.

